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 Boise State University McNair Scholars 
 
Class of 2004 
 
Chris Mathias Criminal Justice Vermont Law/Northeastern U. 
 
 
Class of 2005 
 
Sandina Begic Psychology/German Clark University 
Juan Berrocal Electrical Engineering Santa Clara University 
Sam Garcia Communication  -- 
Katey Irwin Biology Boise State University 
Jennifer Jenkins Social Science University of Cincinnati 
Megan Jensen Art - Printmaking Art Institute of Chicago 
Josh Redden Exercise Science Louisiana State University 
Irene Ruiz Spanish University of Illinois, Chicago 
 
 
Class of 2006 
 
Isabel Aguilar Bilingual Education Erikson Institute 
Deborah Allen Social Science Boise State University 
Lorena Alvarez Psychology  -- 
Brandi Bailey Elementary Ed/Soc Science Columbia University 
Adriana Solis-Black Spanish/Multi Ethnic Studies Washington State University 
Lou Bonfrisco Chemistry Boise State University 
Jenna Elgin Psychology University of Washington 
Maria Lara Spanish/Criminal Justice Boise State University 
Margarita Melchor Spanish  -- 
Christine Pearson Psychology Eastern Tennessee State University 
Luis Rosado Exercise Science University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
 
 
Class of 2007 
 
Christian Busnardo Communication Washington State University 
Sancheen Collins Psychology Washington State University  
Jennifer Edwards Human Rights Studies  Boise State University 
David Estrada Electrical Engineering U. of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
Rafael Garcilazo Mechanical Engineering University of California, Riverside 
Antonio Oblea Math/Electrical Engineering Boise State University  
Miki Skinner Psychology University of Utah  
Adam Torres Psychology University of Michigan  
Erika Velasco Bilingual Education  -- 
Rosario Venegas Anthropology University of Cincinnati 
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